Abstract. The iterated Even-Mansour (EM) scheme is a generalization of the original 1-round construction proposed in 1991, and can use one key, two keys, or completely independent keys. In this paper, we methodically analyze the security of all the possible iterated Even-Mansour schemes with two n-bit keys and up to four rounds, and show that none of them provides more than n-bit security. In particular, we can apply one of our new attacks to 4 steps of the LED-128 block cipher, reducing the time complexity of the best known attack on this scheme from 2 96 to 2 64 . As another example of the broad applicability of our techniques, we show how to reduce the time complexity of the attack on two-key triple-DES (which is an extremely well studied and widely deployed scheme) when fewer than 2 n known plaintext-ciphertext pairs are given. Our attacks are based on a novel cryptanalytic technique called multibridge which connects different parts of the cipher such that they can be analyzed independently, exploiting its self-similarity properties. Finally, the key suggestions of the different parts are efficiently joined using a meet-in-the-middle attack.
Introduction
Most block ciphers (such as the AES) have an iterated structure which alternately XOR's a secret key and applies some publicly known permutation (typically consisting of S-boxes and linear transformations) to the internal state. A generic way to describe such a scheme is to assume that the permutations are randomly chosen, with no weaknesses which can be exploited by the cryptanalyst. This approach has several advantages: First of all, this is a very clean construction with great theoretical appeal. In addition, we can use the randomness of the permutation in order to prove lower bounds on the complexity of all possible attacks, something we cannot hope to achieve when we instantiate the scheme with a particular choice of the permutation. Finally, there are many important block ciphers which have this general form, and thus any new generic attack on such schemes can have broad practical applicability.
At Asiacrypt 1991 [9] , Even and Mansour defined and analyzed the simplest example of such a block cipher, which consists of a single public permutation and two independently chosen secret keys XOR'ed before and after the permutation. We call such a scheme a 1-round 2-key Even-Mansour (EM) scheme. In their paper, Even and Mansour showed that in any attack on this scheme, T D ≥ 2 n . This implies that any attack on the scheme has overall complexity (i.e., the maximal complexity among the time, memory and data complexities) of at least 2 n/2 . In such a case, we say that the security of the scheme is 2 n/2 , or n/2 bits.
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At Eurocrypt 2012 [8] , a matching upper bound in the known plaintext attack model was proved, and thus the security of this scheme is now fully understood. Since the security provided by a 1-round 2-key EM is much smaller than the 2 2n time complexity of exhaustive key search, multiple papers published in the last couple of years had studied the security of iterated EM schemes with more than one round (e.g., [2, 4, 7, 15, 18, 20] ). These schemes differ not only in their number of rounds, but also in the number of keys they use and in the order in which these keys are used in the various rounds. This is somewhat analogous to the study of the security of generic Feistel structures with various numbers of rounds, which led to several fundamental results in theoretical cryptography in the last two decades (e.g., how to construct pseudo-random permutations from pseudo-random functions, and how many queries are required in order to distinguish them from truly random permutations [16, 21] ).
In this paper, we study the security of iterated EM constructions using two independent keys. As the security of the 1-round variant is already determined to be 2 n/2 , and as it is easy to see that a 2-round variant supplies security of at most 2 n , we concentrate on 3-round and 4-round variants. We show that for any possible ordering of the two keys, all the r-round variants with r ≤ 4 provide security of at most 2 n (compared to exhaustive key search which requires 2 2n time). Furthermore, for all such variants 2 we obtain a complete tradeoff curve of DT = 2 2n in the known plaintext attack model. Since several concrete proposals for block ciphers use a relatively small number of fairly complex rounds, our theoretical analysis has immediate practical applications. For example, we can use our results in order to compare the best achievable security of schemes with various numbers of rounds and key schedules, and thus to guide the design of future schemes. More surprisingly, we can use our new generic attacks in order to improve by a large margin the running time of the best known attacks on some famous and extensively studied schemes such as LED-128 and two-key triple-DES, without even looking at their internal details.
LED-128 [11] is a typical example of an iterated EM scheme. It is a 64-bit block cipher that uses two unrelated 64-bit keys, which are alternately XOR'ed in consecutive rounds. Since its publication at CHES'11, reduced variants of LED-128 have been extensively analyzed, and in particular the 4-step 3 variant (reduced from the full 12) was analyzed in 3 consecutive papers at ACISP'12 [14] , Asiacrypt'12 [18] and FSE'13 [20] , using a variety of cryptanalytic techniques (see Table 1 ). 64 † "Generic" stands for an attack independent of the actual step function. † † The data complexity is given in chosen plaintexts (CP), or in known plaintexts (KP). Table 1 . Attacks on 4-Step LED-128
The first attack on 4-step LED-128 is described in [14] . The attack combines the splice-and-cut technique [3] with a meet-in-the-middle attack which is based on specific properties of the LED permutation. It has a time complexity of T = 2 112 , and requires D = 2 16 chosen plaintext-ciphertext pairs. The second analysis of 4-step LED-128 is given in [18] and is applicable to all 4-round EM schemes with 2 alternating keys. When applied to 4-step LED-128, it has a reduced time complexity of T = 2 96 (compared to T = 2 112 of the attack of [14] ), but it requires the full code-book of D = 2 64 plaintext-ciphertext pairs. The attack uses a technique related to Merkle and Hellman's attack on two-key triple-DES (2K3DES) [19] , in combination with Daemen's chosen plaintext attack of EM [5] . Finally, the currently best known attack on 4-step LED-128 is a known plaintext attack given in [20] . The attack uses an extension of the SlideX attack [8] in order to obtain a flexible tradeoff curve of T D = 2 128 for any D ≤ N 1/2 . By using our new generic attack on 4-round EM with alternating keys, we can extend the tradeoff curve all the way to D = N . We can thus reduce the time complexity of the best known attack on 4-step LED-128 by a large factor of 2 32 , from the totally impractical T = 2 96 to a more practical T = 2 64 .
Some of our techniques can also be applied to schemes which do not have the EM structure, such as two-key triple-encryption (used, e.g., in 2K3DES). This scheme was originally proposed in order to offer 2n-bit security for two independent n-bit keys (unlike double encryption which is very susceptible to meet-in-the-middle attacks). However, in [12] Merkle and Hellman presented a chosen plaintext attack in which the time, memory, and data complexity were all N = 2 n . Although the seminal attack of [12] showed that the security offered by 2K3DES is only 2 56 , it required chosen plaintexts. In this paper, we describe a very simple modification to Merkle and Hellman's attack which uses our new techniques, and offers two advantages: First, we are able to obtain all the possible attacks along the tradeoff curve T D = 2 2n , thus achieving an improvement over exhaustive search even when a limited amount of data is given. Second, we can modify the attacks to be a known plaintext attacks, with only a small effect on their success rate.
In order to obtain our improved generic attacks, we had to develop a new cryptanalytic technique. The new technique stems from the dissection technique [6] and from the splice-and-cut technique [3] , but has also additional features. Like the dissection technique, it divides the cipher into several parts treated independently by enumerating over an intermediate value, but unlike dissection, the parts are not consecutive but rather nested. In addition, as the splice-and-cut technique, the new attack takes advantage of "splicing" (or connecting) two ends of the cipher together. However, in the original splice-and-cut technique, the plaintexts and ciphertexts were "spliced" together, and as a result it was essentially a chosen plaintext attack. On the contrary, in our attack we bridge (or connect) together intermediate encryption values, and thus our attack does not have this constraint and can use known plaintexts. Once we connect a pair of intermediate encryption values using a bridge, we use a self-similarity property of the cipher in order to connect another pair of intermediate encryption values using another bridge. Thus, as our attack bridges between multiple parts of the cipher using multiple bridges, we call it the multibridge attack.
The self-similarity properties of the cipher that we exploit are similar to the ones exploited in the SlideX attack [8] on 1-round EM with one key, and in the later publications [7, 20] . However, the multibridge attack is more general as the connected parts are much more complex, analyzed themselves using bridging techniques, and are joint using several meet-in-the-middle attacks.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the notations and conventions used in this paper. In Section 3, we describe our new multibridge attack on the alternating key scheme, and its application to LED-128 and to two-key triple-DES. In Section 4, we classify all 4-round iterated EM schemes with two keys and summarize our attacks on them. We finish the analysis of 4-round iterated EM schemes in Section 5, and finally propose open problems and conclude the paper in Section 6.
Notations and Conventions
Notations For a general r-round iterated EM scheme with a block size of n bits, we denote by F i the public function of round i. We denote by K i the round-key added at the beginning of round i, while the last round-key is denoted by K r+1 (see Figure 1) . Given a plaintext-ciphertext pair (P, C), we denote the state after i encryption rounds by X i (e.g., X 0 = P , X 1 is the state after one encryption round, etc.). In order to simplify our notation, we defineX i = X i ⊕ K i , and so F i+1 (X i ) = X i+1 . In some of our attacks, we consider several parallel evaluations which are similarly denoted by
Conventions In this paper, we evaluate our attack algorithms in terms of the time complexity T , the data complexity D, and the memory complexity M , as a function of N = 2 n where n is the block size. Note that this N is not necessarily the size of the key space, and exhaustive search of a 2-key EM scheme requires N 2 rather than N time. The complexities of our algorithms are generally exponential in n, and thus we can neglect multiplicative polynomial factors in n in our analysis.
We note that in all of our memory-consuming attacks, it is possible to use time-memory tradeoffs in order to reduce the amount of memory we use. However, in this paper we are mainly interested in tradeoffs between the data and time complexity of our attacks, and thus we simply assume that we have sufficient memory to execute the fastest possible version of the attack, i.e., given D known plaintext-ciphertext pairs, we always try to minimize T . The currently best known attack on 4-round iterated EM scheme with 2 alternating keys (see Figure 2 ) was proposed in [20] . The attack was described as part of the analysis of 4-step LED-128 (improving the previous attacks of [14, 18] ), and yields a tradeoff curve of T D = N 2 , but only up to D ≤ N 1/2 . Consequently, it cannot efficiently exploit more than D = N 1/2 known plaintexts even when they are easily available. In this section, we describe a new attack, which can obtain the curve T D = N 2 for any amount of given data D ≤ N . In order to provide sufficient background to our new attack, we start by describing the very simple variant of the SlideX attack (proposed in [8] ) on 1-round EM with one key, and then describe the previous attack of [20] on 4-round iterated Even-Mansour with 2 alternating keys. After this background material, we describe the basic variant of our new attack on this scheme that applies in the case D = N , and then generalize the basic attack in order to obtain the complete curve T D = N 2 . Finally, we present two applications of our new techniques: first, we apply the multibridge attack to 4-step LED-128, improving the running time of the best known attack on this well-studied scheme from 2 96 to 2 64 . In the second application, we use an extension of the attack in order to improve the complexity of the best known attack on 2K3DES in the known plaintext scenario.
Fig. 2. 4-Round Iterated Even-Mansour with Alternating Keys

The SlideX Attack on 1-Round Even-Mansour with a Single Key
The SlideX attack [8] is an optimal known plaintext attack on 1-Round EM with one key. It is based on the observation that for each plaintext-ciphertext pair (P, C) = (X 0 ,X 1 ), P ⊕ K =X 0 and C ⊕ K = X 1 , and thus P ⊕ C =X 0 ⊕ X 1 (see Figure 3 ). As described in the attack below, this equality is exploited in order to match the plaintext-ciphertext pairs with independent evaluations of the public function F 1 by the attacker. Each such match yields a suggestion for the key, which we can easily test.
For each of the
(b) For each match, obtain P i and compute the suggestion K = P i ⊕Ŷ j 0 . (c) Test the suggestion for K using a trial encryption, and if it succeeds, return it as the key.
As we have D plaintext-ciphertext pairs (P i , C i ) and we evaluate N/D arbitrary valuesŶ j 0 , we have D · N/D = N pairs of the form (i, j). Thus, according to the birthday paradox, with high probability there is a pair (i, j) such that . The best previous attack [20] starts by guessing K 0 . This guess makes it possible to eliminate the first and last XOR'ed keys and thus also the first and last permutations by partially encrypting (and decrypting) the plaintext (and ciphertext). In addition, guessing K 0 enables the attacker to combine the second and third applications of the permutations
. This reduces the 4-round EM scheme into a single round EM scheme with a single key, which can be easily attacked by the SlideX technique (see Figure 4) . The details of this attack are described below.
For all values of
ii. For each match, obtain X i 1 and compute the suggestion
iii. Test the suggestion for the full key (K 0 , K 1 ) using a trial encryption, and if it succeeds, return it.
For the correct value of K 0 , according to the birthday paradox, with high probability there is a pair (i, j) such thatŶ . In particular, for N = 2 64 , the best possible time complexity of this attack (for any available amount of data) is at least 2 96 .
After Guessing K 0 :
Fig. 4. The Best Previous Attack on 4-Round Iterated Even-Mansour with Two Alternating Keys
Applying a Generalized Version of the Attack to any 2-Key 4-Round Iterated Even-Mansour Scheme Before describing our improved attack, we notice that in a general 4-round iterated EM scheme with 2 keys which can be used in any order, there is always a key that is added at most twice 4 . Thus, the attack of [20] can be easily generalized and applied with the same complexity to any 4-round iterated EM scheme with 2 keys. The generalized attack works by guessing the value of the most common key (i.e., the key that is added at least 3 times), partially encrypting (decrypting) the plaintexts (ciphertexts), and thus obtaining the inputs/outputs of a single-key EM scheme with a single permutation (which is fully known after guessing the most common key). However, as we show in the rest of this paper, when D > N 1/2 , more efficient attacks exist on all 4-round 2-key EM schemes.
The Basic Version of our New Multibridge Attack on 4-Round Iterated Even-Mansour with Two Alternating Keys
The approach of the previous attack was to guess K 0 , and thus "peel off" the first and last rounds on the 4-round EM scheme with 2 alternating keys. Although this approach seems natural, it gives the tradeoff curve of T D = N 2 only for D ≤ N 1/2 , and thus its time complexity is at least T ≥ N 3/2 . We now present our new attack on this scheme which achieves the same tradeoff for any D ≤ N , and thus enables us to reduce the time complexity to T = N .
Unlike the previous attack, which guessed the value of K 0 , our attack guesses the value of some internal state for which a special self-similarity property holds. This property allows us to split the cipher into two parts which can be analyzed independently. While standard meet-in-the-middle attacks also split the cipher into two parts, in our attack the two parts of the cipher are nested (rather than concatenated), similarly to attacks based on the splice-and-cut technique [3] . However, it is interesting to note that while splice-and-cut attacks consider the first and the last rounds of the cipher as consecutive rounds (i.e., the cipher is spliced using the plaintext-ciphertext pairs), here we connect (or bridge) the cipher internally and consider as consecutive rounds its two internal ends.
We begin by describing our multibridge attack for the specific case of D = N (i.e., given the full code-book), for which the attack runs in time T = N . In this case, we look for some plaintext-ciphertext pair (P i , C i ) with the internal fixedpoint property X 3 are now connected using another bridge, which we get "for free"), and this allows us to split the cipher into 2 nested parts 5 , each independently suggesting a value for the key K 0 . Finally, the suggestions are merged using a meet-in-the-middle technique. Note that for a specific plaintext-ciphertext pair, this internal fixed-point property occurs with probability 1/N , and thus given D = N data, with high probability, one of the plaintext-ciphertext pairs will satisfy this property. The details of the basic multibridge attack are given below (see Figure 5 ): (e) Test the suggestion for the full key (K 0 , K 1 ) using a trial encryption, and if it succeeds, return it.
The success of the attack is based on the observation above, namely, given
The attack is composed of a sequential execution of 3 mains steps, each has a time complexity of N : in Step 1, we perform a simple XOR operation for each of the D = N plaintext-ciphertext pairs, and allocate the list L 1 , which is of size N . In Step 2, we iterate over N possible values of Y 
(c), and thus the time complexity of
Step 3 is N , as claimed. In total, the analysis shows that the time complexity of the full attack is N , and its memory complexity is N as well.
Our Generalized Multibridge Attack on 4-Round Iterated Even-Mansour with Two Alternating Keys
Given D < N data, we do not expect to have a plaintext-ciphertext pair that satisfies the internal fixed-point property. In order to generalize the attack for any D ≤ N , we first notice that the internal fixed-point property X When we fix one value of ∆, we expect to have a pair (P i , C i ) such that X i 1 =X i 3 ⊕ ∆ with probability of about D/N . Thus, in order to recover the key with high probability, we randomly choose N/D different values of ∆, indexed by ∆ s , and run a variant of the fixed-point multibridge attack independently for each value. This is a similar approach to the one used in [8] in order to extend the SlideX attack on 1-round 2-key EM to all D ≤ N 1/2 . The details of the generalized multibridge attack are given below:
1. For each of the D plaintext-ciphertext pairs (P i , C i ): (a) Calculate P i ⊕ C i , and store it in a sorted list L 1 , next to P i .
6 Thus, we do not exploit the actual fixed-point in a strong way (such as in [1] ), but merely some fixed linear relation between X i 1 andX i 3 .
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Step 1: For all i
Step 2(b): For a given ∆ s for all ℓ As we execute a variant of the fixed-point attack N/D times, the expected time complexity of the attack is N 2 /D. The size of the list L 1 is D, implying that the size of L 2 (the second list allocated in the multibridge attack) is D as well, and thus the memory complexity of the attack is D.
Application to 4-Step LED-128
LED is a 64-bit lightweight iterated EM block cipher, proposed at CHES 2011 [11] . The cipher has two main variants: a one-key version called LED-64, and a twokey version called LED-128. We concentrate on the 128-bit variant, which has 12 steps, in which the two keys are alternately used. The best previously known attack on 4-step LED-128 was described in [20] (and also described in Section 3.2 for a general 4-step EM cipher with alternating keys), and gives a tradeoff of T D = 2
128 , but only for D ≤ 2 32 . We can directly apply our improved attack, described in Section 3.4, to 4-step LED-128, we obtain the tradeoff of T D = 2 128 for any D ≤ 2 64 . Thus, we improve the time complexity of the best known attack on this scheme from 2 96 to 2 64 . We note that recently, up to 8 steps of the 2-key alternating EM scheme have been attacked faster than exhaustive search (see [7] ). However, all the known attacks on more than 4 steps are marginal in the sense that they improve the time complexity of exhaustive search only by a logarithmic factor in N , and thus our new attack on the 4-step version of LED-128 is currently the best non-marginal attack on this scheme.
Application to 2K3DES
The well-known attack of Merkle and Hellman [12] on two-key triple encryption E K0 (E K1 (E K0 (P ))) is 7 a chosen plaintext attack in which the time, memory, and data complexity are all N = 2 n . The main idea of the attack (which later influenced the related "splice-and-cut" technique) is to fix a value X after the first encryption, and use it to perform a meet-in-the-middle attack on the intermediate value obtained after the second encryption. In the forward direction, X is merely encrypted under all possible values of K 1 . In the backward direction, X is decrypted under a candidate K 0 , some plaintext value P K0 is obtained, and then its corresponding ciphertext C K0 is partially decrypted under K 0 .
We now present a simple modification to the attack which enables us to modify it to a known plaintext attack (with only a small effect on its success rate), and at the same time obtain the full curve of attacks satisfying T D = 2 2n . The attack uses a similar idea to the one which we used in Section 3.4 in order to extend our 4-round EM attack requiring D = N plaintexts, and obtain the full curve of attacks satisfying T D = 2 2n . The general attack is as follows:
2. Pick at random N/D values after E K0 : X to determine the correctness of the suggested key.
Since we have D plaintexts P j and N/D values X i 1 , then according to the birthday paradox, with high probability, there exists a pair (P j , X i 1 ) such that 7 Formally, 2K3DES is defined as EK 0 (E −1 K 1 (EK 0 (P ))), however, the attack of Merkle and Hellman does not exploit any property of the keyed permutation EK 1 , and thus 2K3DES and EK 0 (EK 1 (EK 0 (P ))) can be considered as equivalent schemes.
E K0 (P j ) = X i 1 (for the actual key K 0 ). Since this pair suggests the correct key (K 0 , K 1 ), the attack succeeds to recover the key with high probability.
For each value of X 
Classification and Summary of our Attacks on all 4-Round 2-Key Iterated Even-Mansour Schemes
In the rest of the paper, we analyze all the remaining iterated EM schemes with 4 rounds and 2 keys, and show that the best attack on each one of them has a time complexity of N . We begin by noting that each such construction can be described by a sequence of 5 keys, which specifies the order in which the keys K 0 and K 1 are added (over GF (2)) to the internal state. For example, we denote the 4-round EM scheme with alternating keys (of Figure 2) by
Clearly, each such scheme has an equivalent representation which is obtained by renaming the keys K 0 and
. In addition, since our attacks assume that the public permutations F i (and F −1 i ) are chosen at random (i.e., we do not exploit any special properties of the public permutations), from a cryptanalytic point of view, the roles of encryption and decryption can be exchanged. Namely, if we reverse the order in which the keys are added, we get an equivalent scheme. For example, the scheme
(by reversing the roles of encryption and decryption), and vise-versa. Altogether, the scheme [K 0 , K 0 , K 1 , K 1 , K 0 ] belongs to an equivalence class (EC) with 4 members, containing the 3 additional schemes
Since any attack on a member of an EC is applicable to its other members, we only need to describe an attack on a representative of the EC. Table 2 lists the equivalence classes of all the 4-round 2-key iterated EM schemes, next to the complexities of our best attacks. For the sake of simplification, we will refer to each EC as a single scheme, using its ID as described in Table 2 . For example, our attack on the schemes of the first EC is simply refereed to an attack on the "EC1 scheme", whose representative is
The attack on EC7, which is 4-round EM with alternating keys, was already described in Section 3.4. In the next section we present the most complex multibridge attacks on the classes EC8 and EC9. Finally, the simpler attacks on EC1-EC6 are presented for sake of completeness in Appendix A.
Classification and Attacks on all 3-Round 2-Key Iterated Even-Mansour Schemes We did not find any cryptanalytic techniques which are specifically applicable to 3-round 2-key EM schemes. However, for the sake of completeness,
equivalence class) is described using an ID and a representative scheme. we also classify all 3-round 2-key iterated EM schemes and specify which variant of our 4-round attacks can be used to break it (with the same complexities).
can be broken with a variant of the attack on EC4.
can be broken with a variant of the attack on EC7.
Multibridge Attacks on EC8 and EC9
In this section we consider the schemes EC8 and EC9, and show that they can be attacked with complexity DT = N 2 , for all D ≤ N . The attacks on these schemes use the same general multibridge technique as our previous attack on EC7 in Section 3, namely, we use a generalized version of the internal fixedpoint property in order to internally bridge different parts of the cipher. Finally, the suggestions for the key obtained from the two parts are merged using a meet-in-the-middle technique.
A Multibridge Attack on EC8
In order to attack the scheme
for arbitrary values of ∆ s ). The details of the multibridge attack on EC8 are given below: The analysis of the attack is very similar to the analysis of our general multibridge attack in Section 3.4, and thus given D ≤ N known plaintext-ciphertext pairs, its time complexity is N 2 /D and its memory complexity is D.
A Multibridge Attack on EC9
In order to attack the scheme Similarly to the multibridge attacks on EC7 and EC8, the time complexity of the attack is N 2 /D for any D ≤ N , as the time complexity of each of the Steps 1.(a), 1.(b) and 1.(c) is N . However, unlike the previous attacks which had a reduced memory complexity of D, the list L 2 contains N elements, and thus the memory complexity of this attack is N . As a result, when D ≤ N 1/2 , the most efficient attack on this scheme is the generalized version of the attack presented in Section 3.2, which has the same running time but requires less memory.
We note that in cases where D > N 1/2 , but the available memory M satisfies D ≤ M < N , it is possible obtain a tradeoff between the memory and time complexities of the attack. Although in this paper we mainly consider tradeoffs between data and time, an interesting open question is whether it is possible to reduce the memory complexity of the attack for D > N 1/2 without increasing its time complexity.
Conclusions and Open Problems
In this paper, we studied the security of iterated Even-Mansour schemes with two keys. We showed that all such schemes with at most 4 rounds provide security of at most 2 n (compared to the 2 2n complexity of exhaustive key search). Our theoretical results allowed us to reduce the complexity of the best known attack on 4-step LED-128 from 2 96 to 2 64 and to improve the classical attack on two-key triple-DES in cases where the adversary cannot mount a chosen plaintext attack. In order to obtain these results, we developed the novel multibridge technique which combines the advantages of the dissection [6] and the splice-and-cut [3] techniques.
We conclude this paper with a list of several open problems and research directions which arise naturally from the results of our paper.
1. Lower bounds on the security of iterated EM with two keys. While lower bounds on the security of iterated EM schemes using one key and completely independent keys were extensively studied (see, e.g., [2, 4, 15] ), no such study was performed for schemes using two keys. As such constructions are used in several primitives (e.g., LED-128), this seems a natural question to study. 2. Finding better attacks on 3-round EM with two keys. Using our techniques, we could not find attacks on 3-round EM with alternating keys which are better than the attacks on 4-round EM with alternating keys. If such attacks indeed do not exist, then there is no security gain in adding a round to the 3-round EM scheme. Such a situation is somewhat unusual, and hence, one may anticipate that better attacks exist on 3-round EM with alternating keys. We note that this is a similar scenario to cascade encryption, where the complexity of the best attack on 3-encryption is the same as the complexity of the best attack on 4-encryption [6] . However, in cascade encryption, the complexities are equal only for the specific attacks that minimize the time complexity, while in our case, the complexities are the same for all attacks on the tradeoff curve.
3. Finding the minimal number r for which r-round EM with two keys provides 2n-bit security. This is an interesting research direction whose equivalent has been extensively studied in the domain of Feistel constructions (see [17, 22, 23] ). In the case of EM with two keys, we are not aware of any attacks on the 5-round alternating key scheme which improve over exhaustive search by a significant factor. On the other hand, when considering relatively small (polynomial in n) improvements over exhaustive search, up to 8 rounds can be broken (see [7] ), but no attacks at all are known for r ≥ 9 rounds. Clearly, this fundamental question can be generalized to more keys, namely, what is the minimal number of rounds for which mn-bit security can be achieved for n-bit iterated EM constructions with m independent keys? 4. Finding further relations between iterated EM schemes and cascade encryption schemes. In this paper, we applied to two-key triple-DES some of the techniques developed to attack 4-round iterated EM schemes, and it would be interesting to find further relations between iterated EM constructions and cascade encryption. 5. Other attack models. In this paper, we concentrated on attacks in the most conservative model in which the adversary has access only to known plaintexts, and the complexity of the attack takes into consideration all operations (including a potential preprocessing stage). It would be interesting to see whether the complexities of the attacks can be reduced in other models, where chosen or even adaptively chosen plaintext queries are allowed, and perhaps precomputation is not counted in the overall complexity of the attack. We note that in a recent work of Joux and Fouque [10] , such improved attacks were found for the 1-round EM construction with two keys, suggesting that similar results may be possible for iterated EM with two keys as well. 6. Considering memory complexity. As in all previous papers on iterated EM, we concentrated in this paper on tradeoffs between data and time complexities, assuming that we always have enough memory to apply the most efficient attack. It would be interesting to consider more general tradeoffs between data, memory and time complexities, and in particular, minimize the memory complexity for which the (presumably) optimal curve DT = 2 2n can be obtained. We note that a similar question with respect to 1-round EM was asked in [8] and partially answered in [10] .
A.2 Attacks on EC4 and EC5
We analyze the schemes EC4 and EC5, which add the key K 0 (or K 1 ) only in two consecutive rounds. Our attack on the representative of EC4 ([K 0 , K 0 , K 1 , K 1 , K 1 ]) is described below, using 2 plaintext-ciphertext pairs (i.e., the unicity bound). Since the list L contains N entries, the memory complexity of the attack is N . As we expect one match for each value of K 1 in Step 2.(a), the time complexity of the attack is N .
We note that if the available memory is smaller than N , it is possible to obtain a time-memory tradeoff by changing the structure of the attack, and using the parallel collision search algorithm [25] by finding collisions between two functions: one function maps K 0 to P 1 ⊕X 
A.3 An Attack on EC6
The last simple scheme we analyze is EC6 ([K 0 , K 1 , K 1 , K 1 , K 0 ]), which adds the key K 0 only at the beginning and at the end of the encryption process. The attack (described below) guesses K 1 , and for each guess applies the SlideX attack on the resultant 1-round EM scheme. ii. For each match, obtain P i and compute the suggestion K 0 = P i ⊕Ŷ j 0 . iii. Test full key (K 0 , K 1 ) using a trial encryption, and if it succeeds, return it as the key.
Given D plaintext-ciphertext pairs, the expected time complexity of the attack is N 2 /D, and its memory complexity is D. Note that since Step 1 is executed only once (it does not depend on K 1 ), then the time complexity of the attack is N 2 /D for any D ≤ N .
